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BACKGROUND: Although the implementation of systematic review and evidence mapping methods stands to improve the transparency and accuracy of
chemical assessments, they also accentuate the challenges that assessors face in ensuring they have located and included all the evidence that is relevant to evaluating the potential health eﬀects an exposure might be causing. This challenge of information retrieval can be characterized in terms of
“semantic” and “conceptual” factors that render chemical assessments vulnerable to the streetlight eﬀect.
OBJECTIVES: This commentary presents how controlled vocabularies, thesauruses, and ontologies contribute to overcoming the streetlight eﬀect in information retrieval, making up the key components of Knowledge Organization Systems (KOSs) that enable more systematic access to assessmentrelevant information than is currently achievable. The concept of Adverse Outcome Pathways is used to illustrate what a general KOS for use in
chemical assessment could look like.
DISCUSSION: Ontologies are an underexploited element of eﬀective knowledge organization in the environmental health sciences. Agreeing on and
implementing ontologies in chemical assessment is a complex but tractable process with four fundamental steps. Successful implementation of ontologies would not only make currently fragmented information about health risks from chemical exposures vastly more accessible, it could ultimately
enable computational methods for chemical assessment that can take advantage of the full richness of data described in natural language in primary
studies. https://doi.org/10.1289/EHP6994

Introduction
Chemical assessment has seen signiﬁcant improvement in the validity and utility of its outputs over the last few decades, in parallel with the introduction of an increasing variety of open-source
and online tools and resources that facilitate communication,
ﬂexibility, access to information, and inclusiveness of scope
(NRC 2007). However, further gains in the quality and inclusivity of chemical assessment are being challenged by exponential
growth in the volume of risk-relevant research being published
and a burgeoning array of innovative study designs being developed by scientists for investigating health risks from chemical
exposures. All this data has to be found, assembled into logical
cause–eﬀect frameworks, and evaluated as to what it all means
for health risks from chemical exposures. Continued improvement of chemical assessment outputs therefore hinges on the development of new methods for data acquisition, and the rapid,
reproducible, and reusable identiﬁcation of old and new scientiﬁc
information (Watford et al. 2019).
In parallel to the increasing diversity, volume, and complexity
of toxicological research has been the development of systematic
methods for reviewing (Woodruﬀ et al. 2011; Whaley et al.
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2016; Hoﬀmann et al. 2017) and mapping (Walker et al. 2018;
Wolﬀe et al. 2019) evidence relevant to assessing health risks
posed by exposure to chemical substances. Although systematic
methods improve the transparency and accuracy of chemical
assessment products, they also accentuate the challenge of locating, evaluating, and integrating the many types of study design
that provide evidence for the health eﬀects that an exposure
might be causing. This commentary provides an overview of systematic methods for literature-based chemical assessments,
presents the authors’ views of the challenges that current
approaches to reporting and organizing toxicological research
present to its systematic aggregation and analysis, and makes a
series of recommendations for developing general “knowledge
organization systems” for environmental health, all of which
would enable more comprehensive application of systematic
methods for assessing health risks posed by exposure to chemical
substances.

Systematic Methods in Chemical Assessments
One of the major methodological innovations in chemical
assessment over the last decade has been the introduction of
systematic methods for exploring and synthesizing evidence.
Systematic methods componentize the evidence assessment
workﬂow, dividing it into a modular sequence of steps (Figure 1).
The approaches fall into two broad categories: systematic
reviews and systematic evidence maps. Systematic approaches
are considered an advance on traditional, expert-based narrative approaches to summarizing evidence because they use
explicit, discussable methods in each component, allowing the
validity of decisions to be scrutinized, assessed, and improved
on (Garg et al. 2008).

Systematic Reviews
Systematic review (SR) has traditionally been deﬁned as “attempts
to identify, appraise and synthesize all the empirical evidence that
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meets prespeciﬁed eligibility criteria to answer a speciﬁc research
question” and use “explicit, systematic methods that are selected
with a view aimed at minimizing bias” (Higgins et al. 2019). We
favor deﬁning it as a methodology for testing a research hypothesis
using existing evidence that employs techniques intended to minimize random and systematic error and maximize transparency of
decision-making. Either way, SR breaks the evidence assessment
process down into discrete steps of specifying objectives, deﬁning
search strategies and eligibility criteria, appraising the validity of
each individual included study, synthesizing the evidence using
quantitative and narrative techniques as appropriate, and assessing
certainty in the results of the synthesis (Institute of Medicine 2011;
Higgins et al. 2019; Whaley et al. 2020). Each step is thoroughly
documented so the reader can assess the validity of each judgement
being made by the reviewers as they move from stating their
research objective through to providing their ﬁnal conclusions.
Although there have been several historical precursors to the
approach, SR methods as currently recognized were ﬁrst formally
introduced in the health care and social sciences in the late 1980s
and early 1990s (Chalmers et al. 2002). Since then, SR has
become a fundamental technique for evaluating existing evidence
of the eﬃcacy of interventions in health care, education, criminal
justice, and other ﬁelds (Farrington and Ttoﬁ 2009; Braga et al.
2012; Roberts et al. 2017).
The potential value of SR methods for similarly advancing
toxicology and chemical risk assessment was ﬁrst mooted in the
published literature around the mid-2000s (Guzelian et al. 2005;
Hoﬀmann and Hartung 2006). By 2014, the ﬁrst SR frameworks
for chemical risk assessment had been published (European Food
Safety Authority 2010; Rooney et al. 2014; Woodruﬀ and Sutton
2014), with subsequent rapid uptake from regional (Schaefer and
Myers 2017), national (Yost et al. 2019), and international agencies (Descatha et al. 2020; Orellano et al. 2020).

Systematic Evidence Maps (SEMs)
SR methods function best when responding to focused questions
posed in “conﬁrmatory mode” research contexts (Nosek et al.
2018), where researchers are testing a hypothesis or quantifying a
speciﬁc exposure–outcome relationship using existing evidence
in lieu of conducting an experiment. However, many research
contexts are not conﬁrmatory but exploratory, generating new
hypotheses that might need to be tested and identifying novel
issues that may warrant further investigation. In these contexts

the methods of SR, developed for narrowly deﬁned questions,
rapidly become unwieldy and demand interrogation of evidence
at a level of detail at odds with the broader objectives of an exploratory research exercise (Leenaars et al. 2020; Radke et al.
2020. In response to the limitations of SR methods for exploratory research, systematic evidence maps (SEMs), also known as
“evidence maps” or “systematic maps” have been developed.
SEMs are designed to apply the same principles of comprehensiveness and transparency as SR; however, instead of answering
speciﬁc research questions, they produce queryable databases of
evidence that catalog research of relevance to an open question,
theme, or policy area, which has been developed to support a broad
range of decision-making contexts (James et al. 2016, Wolﬀe et al.
2020). In a chemical assessment, the characteristics summarized in
an SEM will vary depending on decision-making context but will
usually consist of study type, chemical or test substance, population, outcome, summary results, and (potentially) indicators of the
validity of a study. This is much less information than required for
an SR, with the bare minimum of information required for prioritysetting being extracted and stored in the map database. The resulting inventory of studies and ﬁndings allows a user to make
screening-level decisions based on regulatory needs, outcomes of
regulatory concern, research questions, and so forth.
In essence, SEMs are the application of systematic methods
to scoping reviews (Wolﬀe et al. 2019), providing an evidencebased approach to deciding when to conduct new SRs (e.g.,
when a conﬂuence of suﬃciently high-quality evidence suggests a need for a regulatory exposure limit to be revised), new
primary studies (e.g., when suﬃciently high-quality data
required for a decision may be absent), or not do anything at all
(e.g., when a new conﬂuence of data would not lead to a change
in exposure values). Although SEMs are one of the newest
innovations in evidence synthesis methods, they are already
seeing uptake in the environmental and social sciences (Cheng
et al. 2019), environmental economics (Fagerholm et al. 2016),
and health care (El Idrissi et al. 2019), among others. Examples
from environmental health include SEMs of evidence for transgenerational inheritance of health eﬀects from environmental
exposures (Walker et al. 2018), health eﬀects of exposure to
acrolein (Keshava et al. 2020), protocols for health eﬀects of
per- and polyﬂuoroalkyl substances (PFAS) exposure (Pelch
et al. 2019), and interventions to reduce traﬃc-related air pollution (Sanchez et al. 2020).

Figure 1. The relationship between the processes involved in systematically mapping and systematically reviewing evidence. The elements where what we call
the “information retrieval challenge” comes into play are highlighted in bold and yellow. Comprehensive evidence maps, if they represent complete inventories
of the literature, should ultimately obviate the need for additional literature searches in systematic reviews conducted in response to the ﬁndings of a systematic
evidence mapping exercise.
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The Information Retrieval Challenge

The Semantic Factor

Systematic methods are a natural ﬁt for many chemical assessments, providing a mechanism for meeting the expectation that
an assessment fully and transparently uses all relevant evidence
in the course of analyzing health risks posed by exposure to
chemical substances (NRC 2014). In our experience, however, in
spite of the contribution made by the various online research platforms, databases, and indexing systems that have emerged over
the last three decades, the extent to which evidence relevant to
chemical assessments can be systematically accessed remains
heavily constrained by current approaches to storing and cataloging scientiﬁc knowledge. These issues are systemic, constraining
what can be retrieved even by the best search strategies and most
expert information specialists.
The formal record of scientiﬁc research is almost exclusively
the written study report. Researchers report their methods and
ﬁndings in manuscripts that are published in scientiﬁc journals.
These documents are stored in multiple siloed databases and are
retrieved using complex and sensitive queries that require
detailed understanding of the varying data schemas and search
interfaces employed by each database. Because each database is
siloed, covers diﬀerent areas of the total literature, and stores
documents in its own unique manner, these searches have to be
redesigned and reconducted multiple times to ensure all relevant
documents are retrieved. The searches also return a large proportion of false-positive results that have to be screened out to identify the documents of true relevance to the objectives of the
reviewing or mapping exercise. Then the data in the relevant
documents has to be manually read and extracted into an appropriate format for analysis in the SR or SEM.
The result is a lengthy location and extraction process that
may still inadvertently exclude potentially large numbers of relevant records because of the “streetlight eﬀect.” This is the phenomenon by which research tends to be conducted in
established areas of understanding, rather than around novel
ideas (Kaplan 1973; Battaglia and Atkinson 2015). Although
there are multiple causes of the streetlight eﬀect, database
queries are aﬀected in two principal ways that are relevant to
our discussion. First, in most databases, the content of stored
documents is represented using only a relatively limited selection of keywords in comparison to the full set of concepts
actually discussed in the documents in question, plus the words
in the title and abstract. This means that queries can only
retrieve certain results: a) records where the search terms happen to be concepts deemed by the database designers as important enough to be cataloged in the database’s keywords and b)
records where the search terms happen to match the words used
by the authors in the manuscript’s title, abstract, and author
keywords. Second, only information known by the searchers or
coded into the database as conceptually related to the research
problem can be retrieved.
Overcoming the streetlight eﬀect and quickly and accurately
locating and extracting the relevant data in scientiﬁc documents
is what we refer to as the “information retrieval challenge.” In
setting out this challenge and how it can be addressed, we ﬁrst
describe the diﬃculties that retrieving information in written
documents presents to developers of databases. We explain this
in terms of two root factors that we designate as the “semantic”
and “conceptual” factors in information retrieval. The “semantic
factor” concerns how natural variation in language presents an
obstacle to identifying relevant research, whereas the “conceptual
factor” concerns how limits in knowledge of the conceptual relations between research topics make it diﬃcult to access research
documents that are related to, but not directly about, the immediate topic of interest.

The language that scientists use to describe their work can be
quite varied, with researchers using diﬀerent words for the same
things (synonyms) and the same words for diﬀerent things
(homographs and polysemes). Because meaning is a function of
the relationships between words and the context in which they
are presented (Gasparri and Marconi 2019), scientists can even
use incorrect words to describe their activities and still successfully get their meaning across to a suﬃciently ﬂuent reader.
The ﬂexibility of language allows it to evolve over time and
enables us to use familiar words to talk about new things in our
changing physical and intellectual worlds (Sorensen 2018).
However, in our experience this variation and evolution in natural
language also presents signiﬁcant challenges to the information
retrieval process: Not only do databases have to be engineered to
accommodate such variation, but because approaches to accommodating the variation diﬀer from one database to the next, to
design searches that maximize the amount of relevant literature
being retrieved, a database user has to be aware of both the variation in the way language is being employed by authors of the
documents in which they are interested and how this variation is
handled by the database itself.
This is why complex search strings are typically used in querying research databases to cover the many diﬀerent ways of expressing the same concepts. It is also why the strings are diﬀerent for
each database: There is no one correct way of solving the problem
of variation in language, just diﬀerent optimizations; hence, the
designers of each database end up implementing diﬀerent solutions
fashioned according to diﬀerent priorities depending on the database’s intended use.
If an information retrieval strategy does not include all the
words that have been or are being used for the concepts of interest
in a way which responds to the individual characteristics of the
database being searched, then relevant documents will be overlooked (Salvador-Oliván et al. 2019). This is one of the reasons information specialists are needed for SR projects (Rethlefsen et al.
2015). An example of how linguistic variation can aﬀect the number of results retrieved for a search concept is illustrated in Table 1,
where diﬀerent terms for the same concept can return diﬀerent
results within and across databases.
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The Conceptual Factor
For any given domain of interest, there will be an expansive network of related concepts and subconcepts of relevance to a SR or
SEM exercise. Having a complete map of the relationships
among these concepts is necessary if the full body of assessmentrelevant information is to be retrieved (Figure 2); however, expert
knowledge is ﬁnite, which means that important relationships
outside the knowledge sphere of the expert conducting a review
are always at risk of being missed. This risk is illustrated in
Figure 2. Here, an expert might be aware that DNA strand breaks
Table 1. Demonstration of how variation in language used by study authors
in title, abstract, and author keywords fields affects search results in
PubMed. Database syntax is used to ensure the phrase entered is the exact
one being searched for. Date of searches: 15 July 2020.
PubMed Query

Results

“PAHs” [Title/Abstract] OR “PAHs” [Other Term]
“PAH” [Title/Abstract] OR “PAH” [Other Term]
“polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon” [Title/Abstract] OR
“polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon” [Other Term]
“aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbons” [Title/Abstract] OR
“aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbons” [Other Term]
“polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons” [Title/Abstract] OR
“polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons” [Other Term]

15,912
22,605
4,545
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Figure 2. Illustration of how lack of knowledge of relations between concepts relevant to a research topic can result in evidence of potential importance to a
given question being overlooked. In this example, awareness that DNA repair is obstructed by oxidative DNA damage allows lung cancer and leukemia to be
connected to stressors that cause oxidative DNA damage to be incorporated into a cancer assessment. However, lack of awareness that replication forks regulate DNA repair may result in studies of stressors that stall replication forks by binding to cleavage complexes being excluded from cancer assessments.

are related to inadequate DNA repair, and the expert is consequently able to include exposures that increase oxidative DNA
damage in a cancer assessment. However, if the expert is not
aware that DNA strand breaks are also related to the collapse of
stalled replication forks, then research into this event and others
that are related to it may be overlooked in the assessment.
Other examples of conceptual relationships that are often of
relevance in synthesizing evidence to answer a research question
but might not be known to researchers conducting a SR or SEM
exercise include a) comparable chemicals, where the known
eﬀects of exposure to one substance can be informative of the
potential eﬀects of another; b) biologically comparable species,
where an animal might serve as a better model for a disease process in humans than another animal model; and c) surrogate outcomes, where an upstream biomarker of health eﬀects might be a
strong predictor of a ﬁnal health outcome. Although this evidence
is indirectly relevant to an assessment, it is nonetheless conceptually related to it and therefore potentially informative of its conclusions. Some of these conceptual relationships will be known
and some speculative; however, unless they are accounted for in
an information retrieval strategy, evidence of potential importance for answering a given question may be overlooked.
The conceptual factor is fundamental to the streetlight problem in information retrieval: Without measures to augment search
terms with related concepts, search strategies can only ﬁnd information on concepts that the searcher already knows to be related
to those speciﬁed in the research question. Addressing the challenge of ﬁnding what is relevant, but not necessarily known by
the searcher as relevant, is a central element of modern information retrieval strategies.

a broad thematic or policy area rather than in relation to a speciﬁc
question (Miake-Lye et al. 2016; Saran and White 2018).
Whether narrow or broad, the same structural issue is confronted in SRs and SEMs. Researchers need to access a universe
of information, but because they only know or are able to recall a
certain proportion of terms for and linkages between concepts,
they have only partial access to the full universe of information
they might need. This situation can be improved by groups of
experts working together using eﬀective knowledge elicitation
strategies; however, their view of the evidence will still be biased
by what they can collectively access. The streetlight might be
larger, but it still oﬀers only partial illumination. To allow movement across conceptual linkages that are unknown to particular
individuals or groups requires systems that make those linkages
accessible without the end user having to be aware of them.
Following work by Hodge and Digital Library Federation
(2000), we call these overarching technologies and structures
for providing access to information “Knowledge Organization
Systems” (KOS) and discuss how their evolution, particularly the
introduction of ontologies, is fundamental to the ongoing modernization of chemical assessments.

Knowledge Organization Systems
Here, we discuss three KOS technologies: controlled vocabularies,
thesauruses, and ontologies. Although controlled vocabularies and
thesauruses are KOS technologies already well-established in
chemical assessment, the value of a broader adoption of ontologies
is highlighted.

Controlled Vocabularies
The Conceptual and Semantic Factors in SRs and SEMs
One strategy for addressing the conceptual factor in the information retrieval challenge, which at least ensures saturation of concepts in relation to a research question, is simply to narrow the
topic of the review. This is fundamental to current practice in SR,
whereby a tightly focused research objective is a common recommendation (Institute of Medicine 2011; Morgan et al. 2018).
Such focus means fewer concepts need to be covered in an
information-retrieval strategy, thereby helping to ensure that a
ﬁnitely resourced research project provides comprehensive coverage of the topics that must be included to answer its question.
The problem with topic-narrowing as a strategy is that it
deliberately excludes evidence that may be relevant to the review
question on the assumption that the excluded evidence is going to
be insuﬃciently informative to materially alter the conclusions of
the review. This assumption may be reasonable for SRs where
the knowledge objective is very speciﬁc. However, it is much
less available as a strategy for SEM exercises, where the purpose
is to map domain topics and the evidence associated with them in
Environmental Health Perspectives

A controlled vocabulary (CV) is a deﬁned list of words and
phrases used to tag content in a database to make that content retrievable via navigation or search (Pomerantz 2015). It is a type
of metadata (data about data) that provides an interpretive layer
between the user of a database and the content in the database.
CVs can be used in tools that expand, translate, or map user
queries to the terminology used to classify content in the database, and sometimes to map additional entry terms (synonyms)
that the user may not have applied but the CV deﬁnes as being
semantically equivalent to the terms in the user query (Ashburner
et al. 2000; Stearns et al. 2001; Fragoso et al. 2004).
In its simplest form, a CV is a consistent labeling system in
which the same concept is always given the same name (e.g.,
“PAH,” “polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,” “polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon,” “polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,” “aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbons,” “polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons” can be
understood to mean the same chemical). In a database that tags all
records about a concept with the same CV label, the user is able to
retrieve all documents known to the system as discussing that
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Figure 3. The MeSH CV entry for “polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,” 21
July 2020.

concept, independent of the author’s terminology, simply by searching for the CV label (“polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons”). The CV
allows the user to do this without needing to specify each individual
synonymous term, the full range of which the user may not have
access to. This utility is illustrated by the CV terms of the Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) used to index research in the Medline
database (see Figure 3). We have ourselves applied a controlled
Environmental Health Vocabulary (EHV) in the EPA Health
Assessment Workplace Collaborative (HAWC) that is freely accessible at the following url: https://hawcprd.epa.gov/assessment/
100000039/.
CVs are one approach to addressing the semantic factor in information retrieval, increasing the recall of queries by augmenting users’ search terms with a set of synonyms. They can also
improve the precision of a query by disambiguating word senses
(e.g., “bank” as a mound of earth, rather than as a place to deposit
money) and reducing false positives (a paper about the use of
pesticides in the home will not be indexed as occupational exposure). CVs can, however, reduce recall if the user is expecting to
ﬁnd a concept not included in the CV, if indexers (human or
machine) fail to assign relevant terms, or if some records are not
tagged with CV terms at all.
The main limitation of CVs, in terms of their function as part
of a KOS, is that they capture only one type of logical relationship between concepts, i.e., an equivalence relation where one
thing is deﬁned as being the same as another thing (e.g., PAH
means polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) (W3C 2020). Although
capture of synonyms that are unknown to a system user is valuable, there are other types of relationship that, if they can be built
into a KOS, go further in overcoming the semantic and conceptual factors in information retrieval.

Thesauruses
Thesauruses expand beyond the equivalence relation of synonymy by introducing an overarching conceptual hierarchy in
which the CV terms are organized and related. Such hierarchies
are valuable for a KOS because they allow information consisting
of related but nonequivalent concepts to be deﬁned as relevant to
a user’s search term (Pomerantz 2015). By organizing concepts
in terms of how they are related, rather than simply in terms of
when two words or strings refer to the same concept, the introduction of a thesaurus begins to address the conceptual factor in
information retrieval.
An illustration is the MeSH thesaurus, which organizes MeSH
CV terms in a parent-child hierarchy (see Figure 4). This “is a class
of” type of logical relationship can be exploited for greater recall in
search results than is allowed for by an equivalence relation. For
example, a PubMed search for “polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons”
Environmental Health Perspectives

Figure 4. The MeSH thesaurus entries for “polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,” 21 July 2020. For brevity, only ﬁrst-level entries are shown.

using MeSH headings will return citations that have not only been
indexed with terms synonymous with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons but also that contain terms that are subclasses thereof, such as
anthracenes, ﬂuorenes, and pyrenes.
This search result is not possible in a CV alone because
although a pyrene is a type of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon,
it is not equivalent to one: It is false to state “pyrene means the
same as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon.” Because CVs are restricted to the equivalence relation, they have no mechanism to
describe the relationship between pyrenes and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and therefore have to treat them as unrelated
entities. When being queried, a system employing only a CV thus
requires the user to enter terms for each subclass of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Continuing with the example of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon and pyrenes, if the user does not know all
the subclasses, then citations that are about pyrenes but do not
use the term “polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon” would be missing from the search results, even though they are relevant to the
user’s information needs.
In developing a more comprehensive taxonomy of the concepts
that have been labeled by the CV, simply by adding the “is a class
of” relationship via a thesaurus, MeSH greatly increases the conceptual coverage of a user’s search for PAHs without the user needing
to account for related, but not synonymous, terms in their search.

Ontologies
Thesauruses, as hierarchical taxonomies, are a powerful strategy
in KOS development. When implemented comprehensively and
fully exploited by a user, they make a signiﬁcant contribution to
addressing the semantic and conceptual factors in the information
retrieval challenge. However, being able to codify more information about the relationships between the concepts of the CV than
simple hierarchies can further increase the information retrieval
capacity of a KOS. After all, there are many more types of relationships than “is a class of,” however powerful that relationship
is as a general organizing principle.
When a taxonomy moves beyond a hierarchy toward a representation of the properties of and the relations between concepts, it
becomes an ontology. An ontology is a formal method for representing knowledge, usually within a particular knowledge domain,
that relates terms or concepts to one another in a format that supports reading and searching, not only for the terms themselves but
also for the relationships between those terms (Whetzel et al.
2011). Using an ontology allows knowledge to be stored in a mathematical graph, which is a well-studied structure that has many
useful properties in terms of searching and/or querying.
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Figure 5. The elements of an Adverse Outcome Pathway, whereby an exposure causes a Molecular Initiating Event, initiating a biological sequence of causally
related Key Events that result in a ﬁnal Adverse Outcome being manifest. Experimental research can target how a challenge might aﬀect a Key Event (Studies
A, B, and C) or how one Key Event might cause another Key Event in a Key Event Relationship (Study D). Arranging biological events, exposures, and the
evidence around them in these sorts of AOP chains can be very valuable for integrating mechanistic evidence into chemical assessments but requires knowledge organization systems that reﬂect the complexity and heterogeneity of the relationships and event types.

Returning to our example of cancer and DNA damage, Figure 2
provides a visual representation of the richer way in which an ontology can relate concepts to each other in a graphical schema, with
concepts (nodes) related to each other via edges. The ontology is
not restricted to being hierarchical, because both nodes (the things
in the database) and the edges between nodes (the relationships
between them) can be the object of a controlled vocabulary and
carry semantic value. This lack of restriction allows highly speciﬁc
relationships such as “stalls” and “regulates” to be represented in
the KOS, enabling information about those relationships, or things
related by those relationships, to be retrieved. Queries can be written that trace a path through the graph, in principle returning information about, e.g., replication forks and oxidative damage in
relation to DNA repair, whether or not the user is aware of any relationships between the concepts.

A KOS that incorporates ontologies can be used for much more
complex information retrieval tasks than one that only incorporates
thesauruses, because the ontologized KOS is able to represent
complex connections between units of information. This is particularly valuable for making systematically accessible information
that is indirectly related to an exposure–outcome relationship of
concern but nonetheless informative for a chemical assessment.
The challenge with the development and implementation of
ontologies is how they present a dilemma in that, although they
provide a formal way of representing knowledge in a domain,
they rely on the existing knowledge within that domain to determine how that knowledge is organized: The system needs to be
known in order to be described yet needs to be described in order
to be known. We now use the development of Adverse Outcome
Pathways (AOPs) as an example to illustrate this challenge of
building ontologies and indicate how it can be solved.

AOP framework was designed to provide a consistent, generic, and
chemical-independent description of toxicological mechanisms
across diﬀering levels of biological organization and to make clear
the gaps in our knowledge concerning these mechanisms. They are
of interest in chemical assessments because they provide a means of
integrating data across diﬀerent assays targeting varied components
of a biological system and allow a user to organize the available evidence to more fully interrogate potential cause–eﬀect relationships
and identify data gaps. As such, they provide a means for incorporating mechanistic data into chemical assessments (Vinken 2013).
Speciﬁc interpretations vary because the concept is still under
development, but AOPs are essentially logic models that connect
an initial exposure to an outcome via a sequence of biological
events (Villeneuve et al. 2018). As illustrated in Figure 5, the
sequence of events begins with a Molecular Initiating Event
(MIE), where a stressor initiates a biological change at the molecular level in a cell in an organism. Activation of the MIE initiates
progression through a sequence of Key Events (KEs) occurring at
increasing levels of biological complexity—from subcellular to
cellular to organ, to whole organism, to population. The ﬁnal
event in the chain of Key Events is the Adverse Outcome (AO).
Although nascent, the AOP framework is an example of an ontologized KOS. By connecting relevant literature to KEs and connecting
KEs to each other using logical relationships (known as “Key Event
Relationships” or KERs), an AOP allows the full evidence space
around an exposure–outcome relationship to be accessed from any
single entry-point by traversing across KERs (either upstream or
downstream). This allows system users who lack any prior knowledge of the AOP to access connected evidence within that space. For
example, as shown in Figure 3, it is possible to move upstream from
the AO to Assays A and B via KEs 3, 2, and 1—thereby incorporating
information in the chemical assessment that might otherwise have
been excluded by searches or inclusion criteria focusing on the AO
alone (NRC 2007; Schwarzman et al. 2015).

Adverse Outcome Pathways as an Example of an
Ontologized KOS

How the Conceptual and Semantic Factors Challenge the
Building of AOPs

AOPs are a way of formalizing the steps by which a disease or injury
progresses from exposure through to ﬁnal adverse outcome via
increasing levels of biological complexity (Knapen et al. 2018). The

Contemporary methods for development of AOPs rely exclusively
on human expert knowledge of the mechanisms and biological
pathways from which the AOP is ultimately derived. As far as we

Building an Ontologized KOS
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are aware, every registered AOP has been developed manually. As
such, AOPs lack transparency and are highly vulnerable to both the
semantic and conceptual factors in information retrieval, and therefore unlikely to be based on an evaluation of the complete evidence
base that is relevant to their development.
Currently, an AOP author will deﬁne the key events associated
with an AOP based on their expert knowledge of the mechanisms
by which one or more prototypical stressors causes an adverse outcome. The author ties assays and biomarkers that are associated
with each of the steps leading toward the adverse outcome of interest to the underlying biological events they represent. The AOP
author then assembles the literature that supports the linkages
between each pair of events and evaluates the overall strength of
the evidence supporting each linkage, based on guidance provided
by the OECD AOP Development Program (OECD 2018).
In theory, it should be possible to develop AOPs using systematic
methods. We are currently involved in an eﬀort under the Extended
Advisory Group on Molecular Screening and Toxicogenomics
(EAGMST) Handbook Guidance, Gardening, and Internal Review
(HGGIR) scoping the practical application and feasibility of doing so.
We envision a process that involves systematically mapping the scientiﬁc literature to develop a model of the current known biology and
to identify candidate KEs, then using SR methods to evaluate the relationship between each pair of candidate KEs, considering the
upstream key event as the “exposure” and the downstream key event
as the “outcome.” Those candidate KEs that attain a suﬃciently high
level of certainty as being causally related would be elevated to formal
KEs and become part of the approved AOP.
However, this process is severely challenged by the breadth
of knowledge required to fully understand an entire toxicological
pathway, covering literature from molecular, physiological, clinical, and epidemiological domains. Given the overwhelming number of publications in the scientiﬁc literature, with over 800,000
citations being added per year to MEDLINE (National Library of
Medicine 2020), it seems impossible for a small group of experts
to be fully aware of the complete evidence base and, therefore,
the entire universe of biological concepts relevant to an AOP
from across all related knowledge domains.
The problem is that this map-and-review approach is not practically feasible. Literature databases currently represent only a
minority of AOP concepts in their controlled vocabularies,
whereas representation of the relationships between the concepts
is more limited still. Although these issues can to some degree be
mitigated by running large numbers of complex, iterated searches
that spider out to related concepts and terms for those concepts,
such searches are challenging and time-consuming to develop,
and their completeness is diﬃcult to validate. The building of
such queries is still dependent on expert knowledge and painstaking analysis of the literature to map the relevant components of
the biology when developing AOPs.
In response to the challenges of mapping and reviewing such
a complex evidence base, AOPs have generally been developed
in the publicly accessible AOP Wiki (https://aopwiki.org/), a
resource that facilitates crowdsourcing while also implementing
some controlled vocabularies and descriptors of AOP components. However, the number of experts who can realistically contribute tends to in fact be quite small, and the system is still
vulnerable to the streetlight eﬀect. According to the AOP Wiki,
only 16 AOPs of the 306 in development have been endorsed.
The 306 in development represent only a fraction of the thousands of biological processes we know we could be evaluating.

Escaping the Streetlight
Recent developments in AOPs illustrate what we perceive as four
fundamental steps in a general strategy for addressing the
Environmental Health Perspectives

streetlight problem and overcoming the semantic and conceptual
factors in retrieving information about health risks posed by exposure to chemical substances. We argue that these steps require
further development in the AOP sphere, and we believe they can
be applied in general to the development and implementation of
ontologized KOSs in toxicology and environmental health. The
steps are derived from the experience of the authors and generally
accepted principles of ontology development, as described in,
e.g., Arp et al. (2015).
Step 1. Enumerate AOP-relevant entities, how they are
related, and specify the vocabulary for labeling them. The ﬁrst
step in developing an ontologized KOS is to deﬁne the things that
are to be covered by the ontology (known in the technical vocabulary of ontology development as “entities”), the ways in which
those things are related (the relationships between the entities),
and the terms that will be used to label the entities and relationships (the controlled vocabulary). An AOP ontology would
include many entities, examples of which include MIEs, KEs,
and many types of relationships denoting how an upstream biological event aﬀects a downstream one. Although some examples
of potential entities and relationships are illustrated in Figure 2,
the entities and relationships would ultimately be characterized in
whatever formalism best serves a universalized approach to
describing biological processes. Developing an ontology is a
bootstrapping exercise of iteratively deﬁning, mapping, and
refreshing the conceptual framework that constitutes the ontology. It is based on expert knowledge and active surveillance of
the literature. In at least its initial phase it is conducted manually
before computationally assisted approaches can be applied later.
An AOP ontology has already been developed within the
international AOP KnowledgeBase (https://aopkb.oecd.org/) and
incorporates terms from existing biological ontologies into the
AOP descriptions within the AOP KnowledgeBase (Ives et al.
2017). Some existing ontologies and how they relate to levels of
cellular organization in an AOP are shown in Figure 6, indicating
options for how the AOP ontology might be extended in the
future. There has also been work on semantically deﬁning AOPs
(Wang et al. 2019; Wang 2020), which may also inform these
eﬀorts in the future. Finally, the Gene Ontology Causal Activity
Model (Thomas et al. 2019) is suggestive of an approach to deﬁning the relationships between events in an AOP.
Step 2. Catalog the evidence for hypothetical relationships.
We propose that in developing an AOP, at least some minimum
evidence for the existence of an entity or a relationship needs to
be identiﬁed for something to be put forward as a candidate Key
Event or Key Event Relationship. The purpose of this is to enable
meaningless relations between completely unrelated entities to be
excluded from the ontology. This evidence can be as little as a
speculatively hypothesized relationship in a single document
(even if the relationship proves false, this is still part of the
knowledge that the ontology is being used to map and would
need to be cataloged). If suﬃcient evidence with the appropriate
agreed-upon characteristics accumulates, candidate events and
relationships can be elevated for evaluation to being characterized as “Key.”
Evidence can be put behind relationships by tagging natural
language expressions in relevant research documents with authorized terms from controlled vocabularies, a process illustrated in
Figure 7. This would ensure the ontology developed via the
expert process of Step 1 is associated with the real-world knowledge that the ontology is intended to describe. It also allows spurious relationships and factually nonexistent entities to be
discarded. Both manual and automated methods are required to
eﬀectively tag the literature with concepts from the ontology. In
the early stages, the process is almost exclusively manual, with
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Figure 6. Existing biological ontologies can be used to deﬁne key events in computable terms and thereby make AOP information more interoperable with
other toxicological data sources. The same can be done when describing the assays and biomarkers used to measure the key events. Note: BAO, BioAssay
Ontology; CHEAR, Children’s Health Exposure Analysis Resource; CHEBI, Chemical Entities of Biological Interest; CL: Cell Ontology; ECTO, Environment
Exposure Ontology; EFO, Experimental Factor Ontology; GO, Gene Ontology; MonDO, Mondo Disease Ontology; MP, Mammalian Phenotype Ontology;
PCO, Population and Community Ontology; PRO, Protein Ontology; SNOMED CT, SNOMED Clinical Terms; UBERON, Uber Anatomy Ontology.

an essential role for editors and biocurators in annotating documents. This is well documented in, for example, the Gene
Ontology (Poux and Gaudet 2017).
Because the rate-limiting step in creating annotations is the
physical process of reading and tagging the scientiﬁc literature, it is
necessary to automate the annotation of documents to scale the
application of the ontology to the growing volume of new research
(Thomas et al. 2019). The results of manual annotation exercises
should, in theory, be usable as training data for automated methods
for tagging free text with controlled vocabularies. We believe that
conducting SEMs and SRs provides an opportunity to do this: With
the right tools and training, data extractors should in principle be

able to annotate the documents included in their map or review.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, including Named
Entity Recognition for tagging entities and sentiment analysis for
identifying relationships, will be central to automation (Marshall
and Wallace 2019; O’Connor et al. 2020). Various other machine
learning applications could drastically reduce the time needed to
review and vet evidence (Wittwehr et al. 2020). The use of semantic authoring tools that would render new studies machine-readable
(Eldesouky et al. 2016; Oliveira et al. 2017; Oldman and Tanase
2018) would obviate many of the challenges in annotating research
documents and should be explored for toxicology and environmental health contexts.

Figure 7. The workﬂow for matching natural language strings in research reports to a hierarchy of concepts in an ontology. Natural language information is
extracted from included studies (e.g., phrases such as “increase in thyroid stimulating hormone”) into an evidence inventory (A). The terms “increase,” “thyroid,” “stimulating,” and “hormone” are cleaned and mapped to ontological classes in preparation for integration with other data sets. The inventory can then
be connected to other data models by mapping terminology between CVs (B). Done enough times, a large data inventory begins to accumulate.
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Step 3. Integrate different systems. In the case of the biological mechanisms that underlie the indirect evidence supporting a
chemical assessment, there is not one but many domains of
knowledge. In addition, there are gaps in that knowledge even for
the most well-studied toxicological mechanisms. Consequently, a
framework is needed that can incorporate and represent biological knowledge in an interoperable (the ability for systems to
exchange and use information) network of resources including
visualizations, workﬂows, and computational pipelines that are
online, interactive, and automatically updated. To be usable as an
information resource, we believe, they must not only make intelligible to the user the knowledge from the many domains that
they cover, but they must also explicitly account for missing information, so users are not led to overestimate the domain coverage of these systems.
Illustrative examples of such systems include the Health
Assessment Workplace Collaborative (HAWC, https://hawcprd.
epa.gov/portal/), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(U.S. EPA) Chemicals Dashboard (Williams et al. 2017), the U.S.
EPA ChemView Portal (https://chemview.epa.gov/chemview),
and the AOP KnowledgeBase (https://aopkb.oecd.org/); however,
although these are functional and interactive depots for aggregating toxicological information, they are not yet interoperable.
Achieving interoperability will require data management and stewardship that promotes the FAIR principles of information ﬁndability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability (Wilkinson et al.
2016; Watford et al. 2019).
Step 4. Apply and evaluate. The payoﬀ in annotating free text
in scientiﬁc documents with controlled vocabulary terms from
ontologies is that it makes research machine-readable, enabling
the use of computational intelligence in manipulating data that is
still intelligible to humans. This facility is critical for increasing
the speed at which evidence can be analyzed to a level commensurate with the rate at which new studies are being produced,
meeting the information requirements of chemical assessment
stakeholders, while still preserving a “white box” computational
approach to analyzing chemical safety. “White box” systems are
human-understandable computational approaches to solving analysis problems, just conducted at a speed and scale not achievable
by humans working manually (Rudin 2019).
The ﬁnal step of the process for strategic development of
KOS development is in its evaluation. Although computational
approaches to chemical assessment are still in very early development, and none that we are aware of use semantic data, a nascent
predictive toxicology application based on AOPs has already
been attempted (Burgoon 2017), and a comparison has been
made between in silico approaches to in vivo assays and human
data for identifying skin sensitizers (Luechtefeld et al. 2018;
Golden 2020). These are suggestive of the future direction of
computational toxicology and would be well supported by KOSs
that make computationally accessible the human knowledge written up in scientiﬁc documents.

Conclusion
Chemical assessment can often involve the analysis of evidence
that is only indirectly related to the target populations, exposures,
and outcomes of concern. Surrogate populations are used because
experimental toxicology is unethical in humans, so animal and in
vitro models are relied on instead. For many chemicals (and by
deﬁnition for novel substances) few studies have been conducted,
requiring their potential toxicity to be inferred from suitably similar chemicals whose characteristics are better understood.
Evidence of health outcomes may also be sparse. This is especially the case for diseases with long latency periods, such as certain brain cancers, or those that cannot be observed in a test
Environmental Health Perspectives

system, such as when an in vitro model is being used for an apical
outcome.
Systematically incorporating such indirect evidence is essential to all but the simplest of chemical assessments; however, systematic approaches are greatly challenged by the semantic and
conceptual factors we have discussed in this commentary, cutting
researchers oﬀ from relevant evidence. AOPs are illustrative of a
certain way of overcoming the semantic and conceptual challenges of the streetlight eﬀect, applying ontologies to the task of
mapping the biological pathways by which exposures may cause
adverse health outcomes and organizing the empirical evidence
that underpins their development and evaluation. We believe that
by following the four strategic steps of enumerating entities and
their relationships, cataloguing evidence, systems integration,
and evaluating eﬀectiveness, the development of generalized
KOSs for environmental health research can be achieved.
Through such systems, broad-scale application of systematic
methods that incorporate the full range of evidence relevant to a
chemical assessment will become a reality.
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